
A vivid account from Yaron Mishley, an Israeli businessman, member of the chamber,  residing in Kyoto, 

of his traveling experience from Japan to Israel and back to Japan during corona period. 

Dear Zeev  

2020 start promising, direct flight is around the corner.   New Era is coming..yeah 

April starts with Social distance from the trees at the cherry blossom in Kyoto, mid-April Passover with the family 

was a wishful thinking only. Not many believed we’ll find a flight So when you got one, it’s a good start. The day of 

the flight, I wasn’t sure which of the 2 options will be my connection to Tlv…through Warsaw – Sofia from 

Amsterdam, or long wait and direct from Amsterdam.  

As a start, it got to be the only international airport, Narita, doesn’t seems like a promising experience from Kyoto. 

But, if we have patient and anyway all is slow motion..we can even enjoy it, catch up on the computer work etc. 

Ok, so now walking in a ghost airport. Never noticed the long distances at the airports, maybe because it’s all 

closed?? Trolly, no problem 

..every welcome sign means literally to you, nothing holds you from being the first on the line. 

Got water bottle at the screening, no problem. Extra luggage weight, no worries. Food drinks to the airplane, sure. 

Anyway, welcome to Israel, temperature check, registration and strait to the bus. Quarantine in Israel, at Isrotel 

hotel at the dead sea…I had many complains (-: 

 The red sunrises, birds at my window, the huge package I got from my dears with all the Israeli’s delicacies I might 

have missed, I ‘m back in the army. 

As for work, processes that in the middle move faster, Due diligence for ex.  go faster, this we all remember from the 

lockdown but being outsider while you are the one with the less chances after 14days. that was interesting.  

Anyway, time flies and now going BACK to Japan. Permanent residents allow to the flight but the airline make it clear 

that its not certain that you stay in Japan and not coming back with them. And indeed. Outside the plane, bunch of 

forms are waiting for you to fill while walking to the special narrow path. Then a briefing, please sit for 30-

45minutes. Then personal questioning: where, when, with who. next is the PCR test, checking the back of your brain 

from the nose.  

Now there is another station, for different questions, how you travel out from here (rental car, no public 

transportation allowed), where to get the test result.. finally you are at the immigration now, fingerprint, picture, all 

ok but, please go back to the immigration room. In the room they say that you might not be allowed to enter unless 

you got other reasons than business or family (hospital or court issues only, “lucky "me). Now I passed the 

immigration, at the custom I met an officer that visited Israel in the previous world and yes(!) I am out!..oh, wait, an 

escort going with me to the rental car to check my reservation and see the process. Welcome to Japan, loving it. 

Few days after, setting a partition in my house, giving a room to meet each other through an isolated partition did 

the job.  

Me, that connected people from both countries closing the culture distance for their comfort for decades, now 

supplying Acryl partition from Israel to maintain social distance for each safety…upside down indeed 

well, if you can and want, it’s worth the experience. See you in Israel next month, +14 

greetings from the bright side. 

Yaron 



 

 

Pictures… 

- Ben Gurion airport…leave the car as long as you want.. 

- birds, presentation with no social distance, Dead sea 

- Airport path to the airplane..Can I get tools to check the wheels? 

- Kyoto…social distance from the cherry blossom 

 

 

 

 


